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                                norament®

                                                             norament® 926 arago

                                                            The elemental simplicity of natural topography, from open stonework to exposed cement, has long been central to achieving harmony in the built environment. Inspire emotional connection and evoke calm with the puristic appeal of norament® 926 arago.   Perfected for your building’s high-traffic areas, such as hallways and entryways, norament® 926 arago infuses every application with the instinctive textures of nature’s most enduring surfaces. Its resilient strength, paired with a palette of flowing marbled tones, brings raw, timeless beauty to the design of your shared spaces.   Capture the ideal balance of natural elegance and modern inspiration with norament® 926 arago. 
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                Key Features

	Good for very heavy usage
	Very high footfall sound absorption (10 dB)
	R10-slip resistance
	Free of PVC, other halogenated polymers and phthalate plasticizers
	Increased safety thanks to high fire-retardant properties
	No welding required
	No coatings needed


Flat, direction-oriented relief structure with fine granules and modern marbling design for maximum demands. No two tiles are the same – each square meter is totally unique.

Variations in colour and design, even within one production batch, define the product’s aesthetic character.
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                             Design Your Own Room


                            Use our or your own room scenes for a virtual installation with nora floorings. Play and compare. Share your ideas or download your selection for your CAD program.

                            
                                Design a room
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    Add to sample request
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        Back to the product
        Go to your order request
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                    Brochure norament 926 arago

                

                
                    norament - PDF,
                    English international -
                    1,5 MB
                

            
    

    
            
                
                
                    TDS norament 926 arago, relief structure  surface

                

                
                    norament - PDF,
                    English international -
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                    Installation recommendations norament
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                    719 KB
                

            
    

    
            
                
                
                    NCS norament 926 arago
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                    English international -
                    15 KB
                

            
    

    
            
                
                
                    DOP norament 926 ... (arago, castello, grano, kivo, pado, satura)

                

                
                    norament - PDF,
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                    199 KB
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                    EPDs<br />norament - PDF,
                    English international -
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        eco-bau "eco Basis"
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        EPDs from Institut Bauen und Umwelt e.V.
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        Cradle to Cradle Certified® Silver
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        Singapore Green Building Product
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                    Installation & Maintenance 
                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Installation

Successful rubber floor installation is a combination of high-quality floor covering, proper subfloor preparation and skillful workmanship. nora installation guides provide all the information you need to help ensure that your rubber floor installation will look great and perform well for years to come.


more information >

                            

                            
                                Care

Your nora rubber flooring requires no finishing, waxing or sealing. All nora floor coverings have a dense, nonporous and dirt-repellant surface—eliminating the need to use unfriendly, harsh cleaning chemicals. Understanding how to properly clean and maintain your new rubber floor, even by using just water, will help you keep it looking attractive for years to come. Follow the tips below and download the specific care guide for your application.

more information >
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    Article 926 arago/3118


    	Format:	 Tile	
                        [image: Article 3118 3119]
            
	Thickness:	 3.5 mm
	Dimension:	 ~1004 mm x 502 mm
	 nora® profile connection dimension: E + U





                        

                        
                            

    Article 926 arago/3119 with chamfered edges


    	Format:	 Tile	
                        [image: Article 3118 3119]
            
	Thickness:	 3.5 mm
	Dimension:	 ~998 mm x 497 mm
	 nora® profile connection dimension: E + U





                        

                        
                            

    norament® 926 arago nTx Article 3122


    	Format:	 Tile	
                        [image: ]
            
	Thickness:	 ~ 3,6 mm
	Dimension:	 ~ 1004 mm x 502 mm
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                Company canteen of the BMW Group, plant Landshut 
            
        


    
                Germany (Landshut)

                norament® 926 arago | Industry & Life Science
    


        Eating well in a peaceful atmosphere: The company canteen at the BMW Group in Landshut has rapidly become a popular meeting place for employees thanks to its pleasant ambiance. The employee canteen was
opened at the end of 2018. It is bright and modern in design and the spacious construction has an attractive
and open effect.



            

            
                
                    
                    
                        [image: "nous avons eu un coup de coeur pour le design du nouveau norament 926 arago" (SGSS, Nantes)]
                    
                


        
            
                Société Générale, Nantes: Rubber as an alternative to stone 
            
        


    
                France (Nantes)

                norament® 926 arago, norament® 926 grano, Stairtread norament® 926 grano | Industry & Life Science
    


        The SGSS still pays great attention to attractive
interior design so that employees can work in a
stimulating and relaxed atmosphere. “The aesthetics of norament 926 arago
had us convinced – we fell in love with this elegant
look. In addition, the nora flooring does not require a
coating, allowing it to retain its stone-like appearance
over its entire lifespan.”
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                Meridiaan College - Het Nieuwe Eemland 
            
        


    
                Netherlands (Amersfoort)

                norament® 926 arago | Education
    


        Pupils run through the magnificent halls. The floor is decorated with elegant, dark slate flags. But are those really slate flags? The answer is no. They are a rubber floor covering made by nora systems called norament arago. 
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                                        norament® 926 castello

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber floor covering with slightly structured two-tone surface combined with an
irregular grain design and modern marbling for maximum demands. No two tiles
are the same – each tile is totally unique.
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                                        noraplan® sentica

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber floor covering with a changing base colour of harmoniously matched colour components.
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                                        noraplan® unita

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber floor covering with a perfect combination of permanently resilient rubber and randomly dispersed granite chips. The fine scatter of chips in noraplan® unita lends it a discreet appearance. The design is deliberately purist and simple.
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                                        noraplan® valua

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber floor covering with an organic texture in 16 colours inspired by nature. 
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                                        noraplan® lona

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber flooring in a filigree design with contrasting colours and accents. Silk-matte surface with subtle texture and visual depth.
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                    About

                    nora systems GmbH develops, produces and markets resilient rubber floors under the brand name nora. Headquartered in Weinheim, Germany, nora has been shaping the development of rubber floor coverings for over 60 years as a leading manufacturer worldwide. 

nora recognizes its social responsibility toward the environment and its commitment to sustainability. For years, the company has given environmental stewardship the same priority as all other company objectives as it makes and sells products that are as ecologically compatible as possible in terms of content, manufacturing, use and disposal.
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                    	nora nTx - revolutionary fast installation
	New Interior Design Studio - create your own interior look
	Interface
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                It looks like you're in USA.

                
                    You will find more suitable content on the following page:  

                        www.nora.com/united-states/en/products/norament-arago
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